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Makom aims to provide undergraduates from the University of Chicago and elsewhere with a forum for 
serious intellectual engagement with Jewish topics. Targeted specifically at undergraduates and drawing 
upon the Chicago Center for Jewish Studies, Makom seeks to create a space that is serious enough to 
stimulate genuine and fulfilling discourse while comfortable enough to encourage undergraduates to take 
risks in their thinking and writing about Jewish issues. 
 

Any undergraduate student is eligible to submit work to Makom. Students may submit any piece whose 
topic concerns Judaism or Jewishness, broadly defined. Please note that exact copies of course 
papers will not be accepted. Submissions should be intellectually serious but also accessible; writers 
should avoid excessive footnotes and extensive academic terminology. Students are encouraged to 
submit abstracts for comment and consideration before submitting a final piece, but should note that 
abstracts are due by July 1st, 2012. Makom offers the following categories as general (but not 
exhaustive) guidelines for what may be submitted: 
 

1. Articles relating to academic Jewish studies, including Jewish history, theology/religion, 
philosophy, literature, culture, etc. 

2. Responses to issues in the Jewish world, including current events, Jewish book reviews, pieces on 
American Jewry and Israel, and Jewish events on college campuses. 

3. Personal and creative pieces, including reflections on Jewishness and Jewish identity, creative 
writing with Jewish themes, and artistic submissions from a variety of media. 
 

  

Makom is also happy to announce its third symposium, Sociology or Theology, for which we invite short 
(500-750 word) responses to the following 1898 quote by Ahad Ha’am: “More than the Jews have kept 
the Sabbath, the Sabbath has kept the Jews.” Are Jewish observance and identity more a matter of 
sociology or of theology? What is the relationship between observance and identity? 

 


